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Study of the surface and interfacial tensions in systems containing
a low molar mass liquid crystal
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The surface tension of a low molar mass liquid crystal (LMMLC), 4-cyano-4¾ -n-heptyloxy-
biphenyl (70CB), was measured as a function of temperature using the pendant drop method,
forming drops of diŒerent volumes ranging from 5 to 11 mm3. Contact angles formed by
drops of 70CB in the nematic and isotropic phases on plates of polystyrene (PS) and of a
liquid crystal polymer (LCP), VECTRA A910, were also measured. Only large drops could
be used for surface tension analysis. It was shown that in the nematic phase the surface
tension of 70CB decreases with increasing temperature, and that in the isotropic phase the
surface tension increases with increasing temperature. Using the values of contact angle and
of surface tension of 7OCB it was possible to evaluate the interfacial energy between 7OCB
and PS and between 7OCB and VECTRA. The interfacial energy between 7OCB and PS,
and between 7OCB and VECTRA, decreased with increasing temperature for ranges of
temperatures corresponding to both phases of 70CB.

1. Introduction electric � eld applied, the LMMLC molecules within
each droplet assume an equilibrium con� guration whichRecently, there has been an increasing interest in the
results from a balance between the electric force and thestudy of composite systems involving liquid crystals and
interfacial energy between the droplet and the polymer.thermoplastics. For example, micro-droplets of a low

In the case of nematics, in both PDLCs and polymermolar mass liquid crystal (LMMLC) can be dispersed
blends involving LCPs it is expected that the order ofin a polymer matrix to form polymer dispersed liquid
the liquid crystalline molecules aŒects the interfacialcrystals (PDLCs). These PDLCs are largely used in
interaction between the liquid crystalline and non-liquidelectro-optical devices due to the presence of dispersed
crystalline materials. The study of surface tension ofLMMLC; � lms of PDLCs can switch from a transparent
LMMLC and interfacial energy between LMMLC andstate to a light scattering state when submitted to a low
thermoplastics can therefore be of great interest, becausevoltage [1]. When polymerized, liquid crystals, then
it will help in understanding the in� uence of the orderingcalled liquid crystal polymers (LCPs), can be blended
of the liquid crystal on the interfacial energy betweenwith thermoplastics. The resulting blends are expected
liquid crystals and thermoplastics.to produce self-reinforced materials, because of the

Various methods can be used for the measurement of� brillar morphology of the LCP phase obtained during
surface tension of liquids, among them the capillary riseprocessing [2].
technique, Wilhelmy plaque, Du Nouy ring, pendantThe properties of heterogeneous materials are greatly
drop methods, etc [3]. It has been reported that thein� uenced by the interfacial interaction between their
pendant drop method may be the most appropriate tocomponents. For example, interfacial tension between
measure the surface tension of a liquid crystal [4],the components forming a blend is one of the key
because the surface of the drop in contact with a solidparameters that in� uences the quality of its morphology,
wall is very small compared with its total surface. In thewhich, in turn, controls its properties. It has been shown
case of nematics, the surface tension is expected tothat the interfacial energy between the liquid crystal and
depend strongly on the alignment of the molecules inthe matrix, forming a PDLC, controls the response
the surface; this is extremely sensitive to wall eŒects.of the electro-optical device and the orientation of the

The pendant drop method involves the determinationliquid crystal through the matrix [1]. For each value of
of the pro� le of a drop of liquid suspended in air at
mechanical equilibrium [5]. The pro� le of the drop is
determined by the balance between gravity and surface*Author for correspondence; e-mail: nick@usp.br
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1856 R. N. Shimizu and N. R. Demarquette

forces. The equation of Bashforth and Adams [6] which the shape parameter to two diameters of the drops, it
was shown to depend on drop volume. When the surfaceis based on Laplace’s equation, relates the drop pro� le
tension of glycerin was calculated using an algorithmto the surface tension through a non-linear diŒerential
based on a robust shape comparison between theequation:
experimental and the theoretical pro� les developed
by Anastasiadis et al. [9] the obtained values did not1

R1 /a
1

sin W

x/a
5 Õ B

z
a

1 2. (1)
depend on drop volume, but the dispersion of the results
was found to decrease with increasing volume. Therefore,

The shape factor B is given by
in spite of the constant development and widespread use
of the pendant drop method, the method can still be

B 5
a2gr

c
(2 ) improved and should be tested carefully in its use to

evaluate the surface tension of low molar mass liquid
where r is the density of the liquid, g is the gravitational crystals.
constant, c is the surface tension, a is the radius of The goal of the present work was to evaluate the
curvature at the apex of the drop, x, z, W are the in� uence of orientational ordering on the interfacial
coordinates de� ned as in � gure 1, and R1 is the radius energy between a liquid crystal and a solid thermoplastic.
of curvature at the point with coordinates (x, z). Therefore the surface tension of a LMMLC, 4-cyano-

Much work has been done during the last 30 years to 4 ¾ -n-heptyloxybipheny l (7OCB), was measured as a
develop algorithms to infer the surface tension from function of temperature, for temperatures ranging from
pendant drop pro� le and to improve the method by 56.0 ß C to 89.0 ß C, using the pendant drop method, which

was thereby evaluated as a tool to measure the surfacecoupling it with the ongoing progress of data acquisition
tension of a liquid crystal. Contact angles, formed byand image analysis systems [7–9]. However, there are
droplets of 7OCB on surfaces of polystyrene or of a liquidstill issues open to discussion on how to use the pendant
crystal polymer (copolymer of 4-hydroxybenzoic aciddrop method to measure surface tension of liquids. For
and 6-hydroxy-2-naphthoi c acid), were also measuredexample, syringe radius should be optimized for each
and the experimental values used to evaluate the inter-kind of liquid to avoid capillary and necking eŒects
facial energy between 7OCB and the two diŒerent[8, 10]. Also, although according to Bashforth and
polymers.Adams, surface tension measurements from the study of

a drop pro� le should be independent of drop size, recent
2. Experimentalstudies have shown that the value of surface tension

2.1. Materialsobtained from the analysis of pendant drops may depend
The low molar mass liquid crystal used in this work

on the volume of the drop [11, 12], and that drops as
was 4-cyano-4 ¾ -n-heptyloxybipheny l (7OCB). 7OCB pre-

large as possible should be formed in order to obtain
sents a nematic phase melting at 55.0 ß C and a transition

accurate values. Recently, we showed that the depend-
to the isotropic phase at 75.0 ß C. Its chemical structure

ence of surface tension on pendant drop volume may
is shown below:

relate to the method used to infer the surface tension
from the drop pro� le [13]. When the surface tension of
glycerin was obtained from pendant drop pro� les using

It was obtained from Aldrich Chemicals and used with-the empirical formula of Huh and Reed [14] that relates
out further puri� cation. To our knowledge no surface
tension data for 7OCB have previously been published.
Only data for the interfacial tension between 7OCB and
glycerine have been reported in the literature [15].

Commercially available polystyrene (PS) (Lustrex
HH-101 from Estireno do Brasil ) and a liquid crystal
polymer were also used in this work. The liquid crystal
polymer was a random copolymer of 4-hydroxybenzoic
acid and 6-hydroxy-2-naphthoi c acid, VECTRA A-910
from Ticona Polymers. Its chemical structure is shown
below:

Figure 1. Geometry of a pendant drop.
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1857L C interfacial tensions

2.2. Methods cL is the surface tension of the liquid. Therefore, if the
angle formed by a drop of a liquid of known surface2.2.1. Surface tension measurements

The apparatus used in this work is very similar to the tension on a solid surface of known surface energy is
measured, the interfacial energy between the liquid andone used by Demarquette and Kamal [10]. It consisted

of three parts: an experimental cell where the pendant solid can be evaluated. The contact angle values and the
surface tension of 7OCB necessary for the calculationsdrop was formed, an optical system to monitor the

evolution of the drop, and a data acquisition system to were measured experimentally as explained above. The
values for the surface energy of PS, cPS , were obtainedinfer the surface tension from the geometrical pro� le

of the drop. The drop pro� le analysis was done using from a previous work [19]. As VECTRA is solid in the
temperature range used in the experiments (there is noalgorithms based on those developed by Anastasiadis

et al. [9], which are based on a robust shape com- phase transition for VECTRA), the values for its surface
energy, cVECTRA , were obtained assuming that cVECTRAparison between the experimental and theoretical pro� les

generated by solving the Bashforth and Adams equation. decreases linearly as a function of temperature and
adopting a value of 46 mN m Õ 1 for cVECTRA at 20 ß C,A subroutine was developed to measure the volume

of the drop and to correct for optical distortion. The and of Õ 0.06 mN m Õ 1 K Õ 1 for dcVECTRA /dT [20].
algorithms and apparatus used in the present study have
been described in detail by Arashiro and Demarquette 3. Results

The pendant drops of 7OCB obtained had a typical[16].
Pendant drops of 7OCB were formed in the sample drop shape and it was therefore possible to evaluate

the surface tension of 7OCB using the pendant dropchamber and the temperature was decreased from 89 ß C
to 56 ß C. The drops were formed in an argon atmosphere. method. Similar behaviour has already been reported

by Alexopoulos and Franses [21]. Figures 2 (a–c) showImages of the drop were taken at diŒerent temperatures.
The surface tension of 7OCB was then evaluated using typical pendant drops of 7OCB for three diŒerent tem-

peratures (79.5, 67.0 and 74.0 ß C). The drop obtained atthe drop pro� le and the density of 7OCB at the corres-
ponding temperature; density values were obtained from 79.5 ß C is transparent as can be seen from the clear area

in the middle of the drop, corresponding to light crossingthe literature [17].
the drop coming from the light source of the pendant
drop equipment. The drop obtained at 67.0 ß C is opaque.2.2.2. Contact angle measurements

For contact angle determination, pellets of PS and Although the intensity of the light source in the case of
� gure 2 (b) was higher than in the case of 2 (a), no clearVECTRA A-910 were moulded into discs of 25 mm

diameter and 1 mm thickness, using a hot press between area in the middle of the drop could be observed. This
is because at 79.5 and 67.0 ß C the 7OCB is in the iso-sheets of PET or aluminum foil. This procedure was

used to obtain a smooth surface and non-oriented tropic and nematic phases, respectively. The image of
the drop at 74.0 ß C suggests the presence of a biphase:sample, in the case of VECTRA. A sessile drop of 7OCB

was formed on the surfaces of the solid polymers. The some shadow can be observed in the clear area in the
middle of the drop; the shadow indicates a nematictemperature in the sample chamber was varied from

56 ß C to 89 ß C. The contact angles made by the drops on phase and the clear area an isotropic phase.
Figure 3 shows the surface tension of 7OCB at 72 ß C,the surfaces of the polymers were measured 10 min after

stabilization of the temperature inside the chamber. The as calculated from the drop pro� le using the drop shape
comparison, as a function of drop volume for volumesaccuracy of contact angle measurement was Ô 0.5 ß .
ranging from 5 to 11 mm3. The quality of the � t of the
theoretical drop to the experimental drop was equally2.2.3. Evaluation of interfacial energy between 7OCB

and solid polymers good for all drop volumes. It was not possible to obtain
drops with a volume of more than 11 mm3 : when theThe values of interfacial energy between 7OCB

and PS, c7OCB/PS , and between 7OCB and VECTRA, volume of the drop exceeded 11 mm3 the surface forces
were unable to support the drop mass and the dropc7OCB/VECTRA , were obtained using Young’s equation.

When a drop of a liquid rests on a solid surface it forms would ‘neck’, causing detachment from the syringe. It
can be seen from � gure 3 that the value of surfacean angle h with the surface, called the contact angle. In

thermodynamical equilibrium conditions Young [18] tension increases as the volume of the drop increases.
For drop volumes greater than 9 mm3, the surface tensionshowed that:
seems to be constant; a similar behaviour was observed

cS 5 cSL 1 cL cos h (3 )
at each temperature. The variation of surface tension
with drop volume has already been observed by otherwhere cS is the surface energy of the solid, cSL is the

interfacial energy between the solid and the liquid and researchers [11, 12] using diŒerent drop algorithms. The
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1858 R. N. Shimizu and N. R. Demarquette

authors concluded that a minimum drop volume is
necessary for the method to be valid. However, such a
dependence was not observed for drops of Glycerin
using the shape comparison algorithm used in this work
[13]. The dependence of surface tension on volume
drop size could therefore be due to the nature of the
LMMLC. When the drop is too small the syringe tip
could have more in� uence on the orientation of the
molecules and therefore in� uence the value of surface
tension. Therefore, in this work only drops with volume
equal to or greater than 9 mm3 were considered for
surface tension analysis.

Figure 4 shows the surface tension of 7OCB, c7OCB , as
a function of temperature, for drops of volume equal to
or greater than 9.0 mm3. Figure 5 shows the contact
angle made by a sessile drop of 7OCB on surfaces of
PS (circles), hPS , and VECTRA (square), hVECTRA , as a
function of temperature. Figure 6 shows the interfacial
tension between 7OCB and PS (circles), c7OCB/PS , and
between 7OCB and VECTRA (squares) , c7OCB/VECTRA , as
a function of temperature, evaluated using equation (2).
The values of c7OCB , necessary for the calculation of
c7OCB/PS and c7OCB/VECTRA , were obtained from � gure 2.

Figure 2. Typical pendant drop of 70CB: (a) T 5 79 ß C,
(b) T 5 67 ß C, (c) T 5 74 ß C.

Figure 4. Surface tension of 70CB.

Figure 3. Surface tension of 70CB at 72 ß C as a function of Figure 5. Contact angle formed by a sessile drop of 70CB on
PS and VECTRA.drop volume.
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1859L C interfacial tensions

study the dependence of surface tension on speci� c
terminal groups and to evaluate the surface tension of
various LMMLCs in the smectic phase. They observed
that the values fell into major categories according
to chemical structure. Values of 27, 24, 21, 13 and
11.5 mN m Õ 1 were obtained. The values obtained for
8OCB and 12OCB were of the order 26 mN m Õ 1 lower
than those obtained here for 7OCB which were of
the order 29–30 mN m Õ 1. The discrepancy between the
results obtained by Mach et al. and those obtained here
may be due to the diŒerence of experimental method
used and the fact that 7OCB does not exhibit a smectic
phase. The method developed by Mach et al. for the
smectic phase induces a layered structure that leads to
a free surface containing CN or CH3 groups. In the

Figure 6. Interfacial tension between 70CB and PS, and pendant drop a variety of molecular orientations is
between 70CB and VECTRA. possible at the free surface (including alignment of the

long axis parallel to the surface leading to the presence
of CH2 and phenyl groups at the surface) that can leadThe � lled and open symbols in � gures 4–6 correspond

to the experimental data in the nematic and isotropic to higher values of surface tension [27].
It can be observed from � gure 4 that c7OCB decreasesphases of 7OCB, respectively. The solid lines shown in

� gure 4 are a guide for the eye; in � gure 6 they corre- as temperature increases, for temperatures ranging from
56.0 to 75.0 ß C. A clear discontinuity of c7OCB can bespond to the best � t obtained by linear least square

regression of the data. observed near the nematic to isotropic transition temper-
ature, TNI . This transition is a � rst order transition and
discontinuities of physical properties such as speci� c4. Discussion

4.1. Surface tension of 7OCB volume, heat capacity, index of refraction and surface
tension are expected for those temperatures [28].To our knowledge there are no reported data for the

surface tension of 7OCB, with which to make a direct Discontinuities of LMMLC surface tension at TNI of the
same order of magnitude have already been observedcomparison. The values obtained in this work are of the

same order of magnitude as those obtained by Song and by other researchers [23, 24]. For temperatures ranging
from TNI to 89.0 ß C, c7OCB increases with increasingSpringer [22, 23] who evaluated the surface tension of

5CB by the pendant drop method, but are slightly higher temperature.
Due to the lack of data for the surface tension ofthan those reported by Gannon and Faber [24] who

evaluated the surface tension of 5CB and 8CB using the 7OCB, no direct comparison with other results could
be done. The in� uence of temperature on LMMLCWilhelmy plaque method. Such a discrepancy could be

due to the diŒerent method used by Gannon and Faber surface tension has been reviewed extensively by Song
and Springer [22]. They reported a large discrepancyor to the diŒerence in chemical structure between the

CB and OCB family. between the diŒerent experimental studies reported in
the literature. While some studies report a ‘normalRecently, Mach et al. [25, 26], used the properties of

a LMMLC in the smectic phase (in the smectic phase behaviour’ of the LMMLC surface tension as a function
of temperature (i.e. dc/dt <0 for both the nematic andthe LMMLC can be spread into a free standing � lm) to

develop an elegant method to measure its surface tension. isotropic state), other studies report that close to the
nematic to isotropic transition dc/dt can be positive,A � lm with a thickness ranging from 2 to 30 layers of

LMMLC is spread across a hole, its boundary formed and that the surface tension may show a discontinuity.
In order to clarify this puzzling issue, Song andon three sides by the hole itself and on the remaining

side by a string. The surface tension of the � lm deforms Springer [23] measured the surface tension of various
LMMLCs as a function of temperature using thethe string into an arc to minimize the � lm surface. Once

thermodynamical equilibrium is obtained, the surface pendant drop method. They observed basically three
types of behaviour, corresponding to the theoretical pre-tension can be measured from the radius of curvature

of the string. Due to the smectic character of the dictions of Martinez et al. [29], depending on the nature
of the LMMLC. For EBBA (4 ¾ -ethoxybenzylidene-4-n-LMMLC, the molecules are arranged perpendicular to

the free surface. Using this method, Mach et al. were butylaniline) it was observed that the surface tension
decreases as a function of temperature in the nematicable to tailor the chemical group at the surface and
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1860 R. N. Shimizu and N. R. Demarquette

phase and increases for temperatures ranging from by George et al. who measured interfacial tension between
TNI Õ 10 ß to TNI showing a discontinuity at TNI . For 7OCB and glycerine using a spinning drop apparatus
temperatures corresponding to the isotropic state of [15, 30].
EBBA, Song and Springer observed that the surface The results obtained here can be explained by the
tension decreased with increasing temperature. For theoretical considerations of Croxton and Chandrasekhar
M11CN and M11CH3 the authors observed that the [31]. For normal liquids DS ² is positive. This suggests
surface tension increased with increasing temperature for that the molecules at the surface are less ordered than
temperatures corresponding to the nematic phase and those in the bulk, most likely due to the freedom of
temperatures just above the nematic to isotropic transition. molecules at the surface. According to Croxton and
For temperatures much above TNI they observed that Chandrasekhar, for liquid crystalline systems Õ dc/dT
the surface tension decreased with increasing temper- and therefore DS² results from a competition between the
ature. For 5CB the authors observed a decrease of orientational ordering and the spatial disorder developed
surface tension with increasing temperature for temper- at the surface of the liquid crystal. Just above the melting
atures corresponding to both the nematic and isotropic temperature, the spatial disorder may be su� ciently low
phase and a discontinuity at TNI . The behaviour they that the order at the liquid surface may be higher than
observed for 5CB was diŒerent from that seen by in the bulk region, resulting in a negative value of DS ² .
Gannon and Faber [24] who observed an increase of As the temperature increases, the spatial disorder at the
surface tension with increasing temperature for temper- surface increases, and the relaxation of the molecules at
atures corresponding to the nematic phase. Song and the surface decreases the surface order more than of
Springer attributed this discrepancy to the possible the bulk and therefore DS ² becomes positive. At TNI the
presence of impurity in their sample. They also observed bulk order parameter suŒers a discontinuity (� rst order
that a positive value of dc/dT for temperatures just transition), whereas a small residuum of orientational
below TNI seems to be more common for LMMLC order at the isotropic phase can be observed. This implies
for which the melting temperature is close to the TNI , a discontinuous change of absolute value of surface
because the existence of a nearby low temperature high tension and a second region of negative DS ² , which is
ordered phase could favour the formation of high ordered observed in the experimental results reported in this
structures at the surface. This observation corroborates work. The increase of surface tension with increasing
the results obtained here. The surface tension of 7OCB temperature for temperatures just above TNI can be
was shown to decrease for the whole range of temper- explained by a nematic wetting of the isotropic vapour
atures corresponding to the nematic phase and did not surface [32, 33]. For temperatures much above TNI the
show an ‘anomalous’ behaviour (i.e. dc/dT > 0) for surface tension is expected to decrease when temperature
temperatures corresponding to the nematic phase. increases. The negative value of DS ² for temperatures

The entropy of surface or interphase formation can close to the melting temperature was not observed here,
be easily inferred [5] from the values of surface tension within experimental error. However, it can be seen from
or interfacial tension, respectively, as functions of tem- � gure 4 that DS ² increases as temperature increases,
perature [5]. At constant volume the entropy per unit corroborating the theoretical predictions of Croxton and
area of interphase formation, DS ² , is given by: Chandrasekhar. The increase of surface tension with

increasing temperature for temperatures just above TNI
was observed here, indicating that there might be aDS ² 5 Õ

dc

dT
. (4 )

nematic wetting of the isotropic vapour surface. However,
for temperatures much above TNI the experimental results

It can be seen from � gure 1 that for temperatures showed that the surface tension still increases as a
corresponding to the nematic phase of 7OCB, the entropy function of increasing temperature. This anomalous
of surface formation, (DS ² )7OCB , is positive, meaning that behaviour could be due to the increasing disorder of the
there is an increase of disorder ongoing from the bulk molecules which would enhance the presence of CH2to the surface of the drop. Such a behaviour corroborates and phenyl groups at the surface at the expense of CH3the observations of Song and Springer [23]. It can also or CN groups that have a lower surface energy.
be seen that (DS ² )7OCB , and therefore the diŒerence in
order between bulk and surface, increases with increasing

4.2. Contact angles formed by drops of 7OCB on solidtemperature . This may be explained by a probable increase
polymersof disorder of the surface caused by an increase in

Figure 5 shows the values of contact angle formed bytemperature and by the proximity of a phase transition.
drops of 7OCB on a surface of PS, hPS , and VECTRA,For temperatures ranging from TNI to 89 ß C, (DS ² )7OCB is

negative. The same type of behaviour has been observed hVECTRA , as functions of temperature. For both polymers
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1861L C interfacial tensions

Table 2. In� uence of temperature on interfacial energythe contact angle is constant for temperatures corres-
(mN m Õ 1 ): linear regression coe� cients of c 5 a Õ bT .ponding to the nematic and isotropic phases of 7OCB.

The average values of contact angle formed by drops of Phase c7OCB/PS c7OCB/VECTRA
7OCB on the surfaces of PS and VECTRA, for both the

Nematic c 5 17.15 Ô 0.01T c 5 16.72 Õ 0.05Tnematic and isotropic phases of 7OCB are reported in
Isotropic c 5 27.02 Õ 0.137T c 5 25.30 Õ 0.16Ttable 1. These values show that hPS depends on the phase

of 7OCB (17.6 ß for the nematic phase and 14.5 ß for the
isotropic phase) and that hVECTRA is constant (7.2 ß for
both phases), independant of the phase of 7OCB. This that the values c7OCB/VECTRA are lower than c7OCB/PS . These

results are probably due to a better a� nity betweensuggests that the nematic order of the molecules of
7OCB at the interphase between 7OCB and the solid 7OCB and VECTRA than between 7OCB and PS.

Similar behaviour has been seen by Runke et al. [34]polymers has less in� uence on hVECTRA than on hPS . This
is probably due to the higher a� nity between 7OCB who measured a much smaller value of interfacial energy

between a side group LCP and polymethylmethacrylat eand VECTRA which are both polar. In the case of PS
a smaller a� nity, evidenced by a higher value of the than between the same LCP and polyethylene.

For temperatures corresponding to the nematic phasecontact angle, could allow the molecular order to have
more in� uence on hPS . of 7OCB, (DS ² )

i/j
is positive for both systems and very

small for PS/7OCB. This suggests that there is a decrease
in the order of the molecules of 7OCB going from the4.3. Interfacial energy between 7OCB and the solid

polymers bulk of the drop to the interphase. The highest value of
(DS ² )

i/j
is probably due to the highest a� nity of 7OCBIt can be seen from � gure 6 that the value c7OCB/VECTRA

and c7OCB/PS are quite high when compared with values with VECTRA and also to a higher value of Õ qc/qT
for VECTRA than for PS [19, 20]. It should be notedof interfacial tension between two molten polymers. It

should be remembered that in order to evaluate inter- here that the liquid crystalline nature of VECTRA has
no in� uence on the interfacial tension since VECTRAfacial tension energy between 7OCB and PS and between

7OCB and VECTRA, the value of surface energy of PS was solid all the time. For temperatures corresponding
to the isotropic phase of 7OCB, (DS ² )

i/j
is positive forand VECTRA had to be used; see equation (3). Due to

the methods used to measure surface energy of solids both systems, showing behaviours similar to those reported
for polymer pairs or other pairs of liquid [35–37].there is a great discrepancy between the values published

in the literature [19]. This discrepancy could aŒect the
absolute value of interfacial energy but not its behaviour 5. Conclusions

The experimental results presented here show that theas a function of temperature.
It can also be seen from � gure 6 that for both the value of surface tension of a liquid crystal obtained from

the analysis of a drop pro� le depends on the volume ofnematic and isotropic phases of 7OCB, c7OCB/PS and
c7OCB/VECTRA decrease linearly with increasing temperature . the drop, and that a drop as large as possible (close to

detachment ) should be used in order to obtain accurateThe coe� cients of the linear least square regression of
the data (obtained by � tting the interface energy as a values by this method.

It has been shown that the entropy of surface formationfunction of temperature) for both states of 7OCB and
both polymers are shown in table 2. For temperatures of 7OCB is positive in the nematic phase, increasing

with increasing temperature; and that for the isotropicapproaching TNI , both c7OCB/VECTRA and c7OCB/PS show
a clear dicontinuity, most likely due to the � rst order phase it is negative, most likely due to a nematic wetting

of the isotropic vapour surface and to an increase of dis-transition from the nematic to the isotropic phase of
7OCB. order of the molecules that could enhance the presence

of CH2 and phenyl groups at the surface at the expenseEven allowing for the discrepancies for the surface
energy of PS and VECTRA, it can be seen from � gure 6 of CH3 or CN groups. A discontinuity of the surface

tension was observed near the nematic to isotropic
transition temperature, TNI .Table 1. Contact angles h (degrees) made by drops of 70CB The contact angles formed by sessile drops of 7OCB

on the surfaces of PS and VECTRA in the nematic and
on surfaces of PS and VECTRA were constant as aisotropic phases.
function of temperature for ranges of temperature corres-

Phase PS VECTRA ponding to the nematic and isotropic phases of 7OCB.
The contact angle formed by drops of 7OCB on PS

Nematic 17.6 Ô 0.5 7.2 Ô 0.5 surfaces was greater for nematic phase temperatures
Isotropic 14.5 Ô 0.5 7.2 Ô 0.5

than for isotropic phase temperatures. The contact angle
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[13] Morita, A. T., and Demarquette, N. R., 2001, CBPolformed by drops of 7OCB on VECTRA surfaces did not
Proc. (in the press).depend on the 7OCB phase.

[14] Huh, H. C., and Reed, R. L., 1983, J. colloid interface
For both 7OCB/PS and 7OCB/VECTRA systems the Sci., 91, 472.

entropy of interphase formation, (DS ² )
i/j

, was positive [15] George, A. K., and Mohandas, K. P., 1995, Phys.
Chem. L iq., 30, 233.for the nematic and isotropic phases of 7OCB. c7OCB/VECTRA

[16] Arashiro, E. Y., and Demarquette, N. R., 1999, Mater.was lower than c7OCB/PS , and the absolute values of the
Res., 2, 23.entropy of interphase formation, for both phases of

[17] Sen, M. S., Brahma, P., Roy, S. K., Mukherjee, D. K.,
7OCB, were larger for 7OCB/VECTRA system than for and Roy, S. B., 1983, Mol. Cryst. liq. Cryst., 100, 327.
7OCB/PS system. This was probably due to a better [18] Glasstone, S., 1946, T extbook of Physical Chemistry,

2nd Edn (Toronto, New York, London: D. Vana� nity between 7OCB and VECTRA than between
Nostrand), p. 482.7OCB and PS.

[19] Shimizu, R. N., and Demarquette, N. R., 2000, J. appl.
polym. Sci., 76, 1831.
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